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★★★★★ productInfo.rating.totalRatingsCount reviews Unlock this item for free 0 .productInfo.displayProperties.price. Download Skyblock maps for Minecraft PE: Mega, Logo LuckyTree, Planet and Z103 and other places in MCPE! Skyblock is an old but popular map genre in Minecraft PE. Mega skyblock Includes more
than 40 different islands instead of one, as is usually the case. The area will surprise you with its beauty, each island is unique and has its own secrets. Skyblock Planet Here you will appear on a piece of the village. Around it will be full of resources that are small planets. Each of them symbolizes something. LuckyTree
SkyBlock All languages At first glance, this is an ordinary place where everything depends on your luck. There are 4 different islands: regular starters; Fortress; uninhabited; Good luck. On the main island you have to start your usual survival and make a cobblestone generator! The Island of Happiness is a place where
amazing things happen. Here is a tree, instead of the foliage from which Lucky blocks. But if you decide to plant a new tree in the same place, then it will also be happy, and you can open paint blocks endlessly. On the island of the fortress is a portal to the region. This is the place where you have to kill the dragon. An
uninhabited island, this is a regular piece of sand in the sky. It will contain seeds and resources for creating a portal to hell. Logo SkyBlock It is an improved version of the usual Skyblock in Minecraft PE. The map has worked out the mechanics of the game and other islands. Skybock by Zad103 This map will appeal to
anyone who likes long walks in the style of the skyblock. 17.04.2019 17.12.2019 Be sure to review the article: Install one of the most popular survival genres in Minecraft PE: Skyblock maps. We have selected the 10 best Skyblock cards for you: Hard Survival, Bedrock Edition, Lucky Blocks, Make a Generator and others.
Skyblock is a kind of map in Minecraft for Android where you have to survive on an island in an open empty sky. The player must develop on a small patch with a limited amount of resources. Christmas This is a difficult area for survival on the Isle Sky Block in Minecraft PE. In addition to your island, there are 12 more.
With resources, you need to explore all the islands. They have cool resources and other useful things to survive. → board for mining blocks: Make a shovel and dig snow with it. On a nearby island you will find a pumpkin and build a snowman. A snowman is a great way to get blocks. The complexity of the terrain is that
everywhere winter and snow. Biome This place consists of islands of different Skyblock biomes. The player can Type of tree. In total, there are 9 different lands on the site. → purpose of the game: Find a way to explore all nine islands on the map. After research, you can survive in some way. Rules difficulty to maximum;
The drawing is minimal. Hard Survival This is a very cool map where you don't get many resources at once, here you should get them from what is. You will first receive some food and resources for a cobblestone generator. Useful: To make an endless source of water, go to hell, there will be a second ice cream. Planets
This is an unusual Minecraft Pocket Edition map in the Skyblock Survival genre on the island. Here it is necessary to survive on entire separate planets. Start your switch on a small and inconspicuous planet and explore others. → Important: Externally, planets are made of resources, but inside they hide many dangers.



Your planet is most similar to Earth, there is also a cube with a village. 40 Islands The location is slightly different from the others as it includes more than 40 excellent Skyblock islands. They are well designed and detailed. There are large sites that symbolize a particular biome, and small ones with only chests of
resources. Lucky Blocks This unusual skyblock map with survival on the island. Here you get 4 different sections, the coolest of which is with lucky blocks. In addition, there are the following islands: Basic and ordinary; With a portal to endermere; Sandy. On Lucky Island, if you plant a tree, it will break out Lucky blocks
from them to drop various objects. This is a very fun and fascinating area Skyblock. Rules The site has its own tasks that need to be completed: Create a cobblestone generator; Build a house; Break all the paint blocks, and then plant a tree; Go to hell; Get the star of the lower world; Go to the edge and kill the dragon;
Bedrock edition An interesting and well developed location that has many cool features. This is where unusual survival and development takes place. There is a trade in the Skyblock where you can buy a lot of useful resources. To do this, build a portal to hell, there will be residents. Random Chest's map of the Sky
Block, designed to survive on the islands. They are made in a unique style. SkyBlock is one of the survival maps for Minecraft where they play and build on the island in the air. The goal is to survive without cheats, to expand possessions, to create food. There are many variations of this map, but the original focuses on
the flying island in an ice biome. Description and rules of the card At the beginning of the game you will receive the following 26 blocks of land; 1 oak; 1 chest; 1 bucket of lava; 1 block of ice. You can play SkyBlock alone or in multiplayer mode. The difficulty level is not fixed here, although it must be at least Easy to play
was interesting and not too easy. The map allows you to escape from other worlds of Minecraft. You can through them fast or slow, but you should follow the rules: do not build a bridge to the mainland; Do not jump off the island; Use difficulty level of Easy and above; Do not use cheats. SkyBlock's goal is not to build a
bridge to the mainland and replenish its reserves from there, although this development seems tempting. Conversely, players must stay on the island. You can put supplies in your chest and jump off the island, but the challenge of this card is to grow your own food to prevent hunger. In this world, it is not allowed to
include scammers to fly or spawn elsewhere. Cheats make SkyBlock quests too easy and uninteresting. SkyBlock Card Tasks Completing these quests does not give any rewards except perhaps a sense of pride. Players are not obligated to perform all tasks, but many of them are directly related to survival. Each task
can be completed with materials that are on the island and are available to the player. The list of contests is as follows: Create Cobblestone Generator Build a House Build the Island Create a Melon Farm Create a Pumpkin Farm Create a Wheat Farm Create a Huge Red Mushroom Create a Huge Red Mushroom Create
a Bed Create 64 Stone Tiles Create 20 Flashlights Create an Endless Source of Water Create your Own Lake Create a Platform in 24 Blocks for Mobs Create 10 Cactus Green Dyes 10 Lights Make 10 Bookshelves Make 10 Units Bread Collect 10 Edge Beads Cooking 10 Fish Create 10 Blocks Black Wool Create 10
Blocks of Grey Wool Create 10 Blocks Of Light Grey Wool Create 10 Blocks of Orange Wool Create 10 Blocks of Orange Wool Create 10 Blocks of Orange Wool Create 10 Blocks of Orange Wool Create 10 Blocks of Wool Golems Create 20 paintings Edge Portal Create 5 gold bars Create 16 glass panes Collect 50
birch trunks collect 64 arrows and make a bow. Create 10 Stone Buttons Create 30 Stone Plates Create 10 Tags Create 20 Stairways Create 20 Fences Create 20 Gates Create 10 Levers Create 10 Hatches Create 10 Stone Printing Plates Create 10 Wood Printing Plates Collect 64 Bone Flour Create 20 Cobblestone
Stairs Each completed task leads to the beginning of another; For example, creating a cobblestone generator creates cobblestones that can be used when building a house. Tasks do not need to be performed in a specific order, but they are in the listed in the order of their survival priority. Although, you can have a look
at this order. 1. Create a cobblestone generator to form cobblestones when the lava and water merge; the generator supplies unlimited supplies of cobblestones with these special components. Starting playing on SkyBlock, in the chest you will find a lava bucket and a block of ice. To create a simple cobblestone
generator, follow these steps: bury a block and place ice on it; dig in two blocks on the right side of the ice block; lay a block of land digging a block and lay the lava lava top After you create the generator, break the ice block. The ice will turn into water and it will fall into a hole near two blocks deep. The third block of
land should not be the only separator between water and lava. By destroying a block of earth, you will combine water and lava to produce a block of cobblestones. A well-finished cobblestone generator provides an endless supply of cobblestones. 2. Building a house With a supply of cobblestones, you can start to build a
house. Since the supply of cobblestones is unlimited, this is the most convenient material to use, which can later be replaced for something more interesting. The size of the house does not matter as long as the bed and other objects are placed in it. A cobblestone house will protect you from enemy mobs. Important
materials can be stored in the house - handicraft tables, a stove and a chest. 3. Expansion of the island The presence of a cobblestone generator allows you to expand the island with its help and get additional space for future projects. More importantly, land is needed to create farms and receive food. The sooner the
expansion of the island and the accumulation of land begin, the better. You need to get to the island to collect any available block of land. Some players prefer to create a waterfall above the edge of the island and build a platform underground. Choose the method you like as long as you don't lose ground. 4. Crafting a
bed beds are an important point at SkyBlock. If you die during the game, there is no guarantee that you will be reborn on the island. It can take up to 8-10 respoons before you get back to the island. With a bed you can adjust the spawning point and avoid such problems. Making a bed will not cause any problems if you
have enough wool from crushed sheep. Although you don't have to sleep, you can use threads to create wool. When night falls, go on a spider hunt in the places where they are found on the island. A thread falls from the dead spiders. It will be even easier if there is a platform for spawning mobs (about their craft below).
Making wool from threads is not difficult. Hunt spiders instead of shearing sheep. You can survive on rotten meat, but why do you need it? The cultivation of wheat will help to ensure a steady supply of food. Wheat grows a few game days and can be turned into bread that restores six units of hunger. Wheat seeds can be
taken in tall grass: If you place blocks of land in squares and grow the grass then you will have a constant supply of seeds. Mowing of grass often produces wheat seeds, making grass an invaluable resource. Carrots satisfy hunger better than wheat, but at first it's not in SkyBlock, and you can only get it if it falls out of a
dead zombie. 6. Create a pumpkin farm pumpkins are not a necessary element, but a small farm will not hurt. With the Minecraft 1.4.2 update, players can use pumpkins to create a pumpkin pie - it restores 8 points of hunger bread). To create a cake, you need a pumpkin, a sugar and an egg. Sugar is obtained from
sugar cane, eggs are laid by chickens. Chickens can appear in SkyBlock when you create a platform 24 blocks from home. Place all the blocks of earth on this platform and let the grass grow. When all Irish blocks are covered with grass, chickens begin to appear. 7. Build a sugar cane farm sugar cane in SkyBlock has
no other purpose than to give sugar for pumpkin pie. Until recently, players were able to complete the task of creating a bookshelf with sugar cane and cowleder; now the spawning rate of the animals has decreased significantly, so that the probability of cows and sheep on the island has decreased dramatically.
Chickens and pigs are still produced quite frequently when there are enough blocks of grass. 8. Create an oven The oven is created with eight blocks of cobblestones on a workbench. Ovens are used to burn blocks and turn them into other objects. Iron ore, for example, can only be converted into iron in an oven. Go to
the workbench and make the stove. At SkyBlock, ovens are important for the production of charcoal and cooking. There is nowhere to extract coal in SkyBlock and it is obtained by burning wooden blocks in an oven. You will see the flame and the tree will turn into charcoal. Use it to create flashlights. 9. Create torches
torches are important for protecting against mobs. As the island expands, there is always more room for mobs to appear at night, especially when there are no light sources. Too many hostile mobs can lead to disaster, especially if the house is not protected. To produce torches, sticks and pieces of charcoal or charcoal
are needed. Place a torch next to a block of water so that it does not turn into an ice block. Since the SkyBlock card is in an ice biome, the water can freeze. 10. Create stone slabs mobs cannot be generated on half the plate. At the same time, the material of the plate does not matter whether it is cobblestones, stone,
wood, etc. Plates are created by placing three identical building components in a row on a craft table; three cobblestones in a row will create a cobblestone slab. Before building and expanding the island, use plates to prevent the appearance of zombies, creeps and skeletons. Re-placing other blocks on the plates makes
spawning mobs possible. 11. Create an endless source of water An infinite source of water can be a natural or created player. The easiest way to create an endless water source is to create a 3 x 1 rectangle of water. If you are using water from the central block, you get an unlimited supply. Water is needed for farms and
the creation of waterfalls. You can also create a lake from the water and fish. 12. Create a small lake The lake provides an even larger endless source of water and serves as a source of fish. If nothing works with wheat, melon and pumpkin, fish can be another food source. If there is a lake, you need a fishing rod: to
create it, you need three poles placed with two threads at the end. To fish, right-click on the lake. When the float goes underwater (with a splash sound), right-click again. 13. Create a platform for spawning mobs Build a personal mob spawner is a great way to get the materials you need, such as rotten meat, bones and
arrows. Build the platform 24 blocks from the house, surround it with a fence. A good option is to create one platform above another with a hole in the middle through which mobs fall; When the platform is high enough, mobs die by falling, loot falls from them, which only remains to be fetched. The lower platform can be
made from plates to prevent spawning so that all mobs appear above. 14. Collect arrows and create a bow After using a platform for spawning mobs, collect arrows from skeletons. You cannot create an arc without arrows, and you cannot create arrows in SkyBlock because it requires a stick, a spring, and a flint.
Feathers and sticks can be made from wood and chicken, flint must be extracted in gravel that is not in SkyBlock. This makes skeletons the only source of arrows. Use arrows to create a bow of three sticks and three threads. Now the island can be protected from a distance. 15. Collect bone meal trees, wheat and other
vegetation do not grow fast, and sometimes there is no time. The use of bone meal on seedlings, wheat and other vegetation allows them to grow immediately, although it can take several trials. Bone meal is made from skeletal bones, so again you need a mob spawner. Bone meal is also useful for growing grass and
more wheat grains for sowing or feeding chickens. It is also needed for growing giant mushrooms in dark places, such as Edge. 16. Create and activate the Edge portal From the SkyBlock map you can go to the country. There you can also reach the island in the air. The way to the Edge opens up additional possibilities.
You can spawn a platform for a pig farmer and grow it to get gold nuggets. We have already told us about us in detail. Then they can be turned into gold bars, suitable for the production of other objects. You can create gold armor, tools, and weapons. Gold nuggets can be used to create golden apples from ordinary
apples on the craft table. Golden apples restores 4 health and gives regeneration for 5 seconds. 17. Create huge red mushrooms The land is a great place to grow huge mushrooms. They are obtained by using bone meal on red or brown mushrooms. The destruction of these fungi gives a lot of fungi from which they are
grown: give red giant mushrooms Quantity of red mushrooms, brown - brown. This is a great option for growing mycelium and making mushroom soup. Endless darkness and a large room are ideal for growing giant mushrooms! Giant mushrooms require a 7x7x6 space to grow in total darkness, so the Edge is more
efficient to use than the SkyBlock Isle itself. Mushroom soup restores 6 units and is produced in the presence of a cup, cup, brown mushroom and a red. Download SkyBlock To download this survival map, go here:. If you don't know how to install the map on Minecraft, then there is a step-by-step guide on the download
page. There are many activities on the Isle of SkyBlock, even if you don't do all the work. The main thing here is survival and tasks are directly related to it. Try to play on this card without cheats, as if you were really on the island in glorious isolation ... Sky Block - A popular survival map has 3 very small islands in the
sky: its original island, hellish island and lonely island. You can download the Skyblock from the links below. To survive, you need to save every resource and apply all the knowledge to get the most out of each block of useful resources, because you're not a smart move and that's all. This map has been downloaded
more than 5 million times! Not so long ago, a new version of this map was released, which involves the functionality of the latest versions of the game. Therefore, Skyblock 3 is only available for Minecrft 1.10.2 and 1.11.2. And the old version still works perfectly with absolutely all Minecraft releases. Tasks and
challengesCollect wool in all colorsCreate 10 snowmen40 stone bricks10 buttons of stone30 stone slabs20 torchesCook 10 mushroom soupsCreate 20 paintingsFind 5 gold bars15 blocks glass50 booksCreate a bow and 64 arrows for itCreate 20 stairs, fences and gates.20 cobstone pavementstairs.64 Bone flour.10 -
signs, levers, hatches, stone and wood slabs. Build a houseCreate a farm - reeds, wheat, watermelon and pumpkin. Grow red mushroomsCreate a bed, stove and small lakeVideoHow to install SkyBlock? Download the archive and unpack the location conveniently for youPress Win + R (the Win key is between Ctrl and
Alt)In the window that appears, write% appdata%Go to.minecraft / Drag saves the map folder to the storage folder (downloads: 208193) (Downloads: 75014)The open spaces of Minecraft sometimes offer us different studies and other fascinating adventure conditions. For example, today we offer you Minecraft SkyBlock,
a map that checks what you can do below the maximum limit. Latest version: 2.1.The fact is that this map offers to survive on a small flying island, the area of .u200b,u200b, which does not exceed three 3 cubic meters. It has a box that contains some resources, mainly some useful materials and food. In addition, the
terms of the card limit the actions of the player to the rules, so that he does not try to deceive the system itself. You cannot jump from an island .B and Use. Minecraft SkyBlock Map - A great opportunity to test yourself and your willingness to perform the most incredible actions. Yes, passing this map is not that easy, but
if you are an amateur or a veteran of Minecraft adventure, then you can probably find a way out of this difficult situation. The main thing is to check carefully try to use the available resources correctly and reach their own potential. Yes, there are very few resources, but even in such a situation, step by step, you can
survive and succeed. Good luck! Luck!
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